Most AI search/representation techniques are oriented toward an infinite domain of objects and arbi trary relations among them. In reality much of what needs to be represented in AI can be expressed using a finite domain and unary or binary predicates. Wei/ known vector-and matrix-based representations can efficiently represent finite domains and unary/binary predicates, and allow effective extraction of path infor mation by generalized transitive closure/path matrix computations. In order to avoid space limitations a set of abstract sparse matrix data types was developed along with a set of operations on them. This represen tation forms the basis of an intelligent information tool for representing and manipulating relational data. This tool is being used in developing a system that helps flight crews cope with in-flight malfunctions.
Introduction
A representation is a set of synJactic and semantic conventions that make it possible to describe things.
Experience has shown that designing a good represen tation is often the key to turning hard problems into simple ones. According to [7] good representations:
• Make important things explicit
• Expose natural constraints, facilitating some class of computations
• Are complete and concise
• Facilitate computation. We can store and retrieve information rapidly.
• Suppress detail.
• Are computable by an existing procedure.
All representations must provide some way to denote objects and to describe the relations that hold among them. Consequently, many representations are Overcoming memory limitations raises the need for abstract data types to represent sparse matrices. These are well suited for most applications, since semantic nets usually represent a limited number of connections among objects, even when working in large domains.
This paper presents research that has lead to the development of a programming tool oriented toward efficient information/representation over fi nite domains, and quantifi cation over paths and predicates. The fi nal section of the paper demonstrates how the tool is used in developing a system that helps flight crews with the tasks of diagnosis, prognosis, and recovery plan gen eration during in-flight malfunctions.
Matrices and Semantic Nets
A directed graph (digraph) is a 2-tuple <N, E>, where N is a finite set of nodes, and E a fi nite set of
edges. An edge is a member <a, b> of NxN. A labeled digraph is a 3-tuple <N, E, L>, where N is as before, L is a finite set of labels, and E is a finite set of labeled edges, with labels in L. A labeled edge (with label in L) <a, 1, b> is a member of NxLxN.
It is easy to see that digraphs are a graphic representation of binary predicates over fi nite domains.
If P(x,y) is a predicate over domain DxD, then digraph G = <N, E> represents P if P(a, b) iff <a, b> E E. [6] procedures that define and manipu late a vector/matrix-based knowledge representation.
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The user may represent relations among objects using boo lean or symbolic matrices/vectors. These matrices/vectors are abstract data types that can represent data (boo lean values or symbols) stored in arrays. The semantic interpretation of this data is left to the user.
As is the case for a traditional database system, LIMAP's capabilities are invoked via a language inter face that consists of two parts. One is the data definition language (DDL) for specifying both the data the system is to contain as well as "metadata", i.e.
information about the structure and constraints that govern the data contained in the system. The other is the data manipulation language (DML), the subset of the language concerned with the specification of queries and updates on the data. We will categorize the LIMAP functions accordingly. As in Common LISP, LlMAP's functions and arguments are not case sensitive. of the set for the symbol. Change of dimensionality is achieved via the RESIZE function, as is explained later. The following example defi nes a matrix named "example mtrx" to be of boolean type, have 4x4 ele ments re�esented as a list, a vector named "is sensor" to be of type boolean and have size of nine elements, and a matrix named "engine" to be a symbolic matrix of size 9x9 and be represented as an array.
DDL Operations
(setvar '*comps* '(fan compressor combustor turb1 turb2 N1 N2 EGT EPR) (defrel 'example_mtrx ' (4 4 The path and flag fields are explained in a later section during the description of the paths operation.
DELREL
The operation Delrel deletes a relation by extracting it from the definition table and disassociating all data variables with the relation.
DML Operations
Using the data manipulation language (DML) pro cedures the user may query a relation's type, specifi cations, representation, or the actual data stored. S/he may store/retrieve values to particular locations, multiply two matrices, copy one matrix to another, invert, transpose, resize, clear, or take the transitive closure of a matrix. Figure 3 tabulates the DML operations. The following describe LIMAP's core functions while a description of all functions can be found in [4] .
STORE and RETRIEVE
The function STORE allows the user to store a specific value to a particular location in some matrix/vector. The user must specify the matrix/vector name, the value to be stored and the coordinates of the location in row-major order. The function returns the stored value. RETRIEVE retrieves the contents of a particular location in a matrix/vector. In the event that that the specified matrix/vector in not defined, both When a relation is defi ned using de/rei it is placed in a system-maintained definition table which main tains information about all the defined relations. Addi tionally, a system-generated variable is bound to the data structure that will actually hold the data. This data structure is a list initialized to nil if the represen tation is sparse-rep. When the representation is array rep the data structure is an array initialized with zeros or nil, depending on the type field. Matrices/vectors of boolean type are initialized to all zeros, and symbolic matrices/vectors to all nils. Figure 2 shows the con tents of the defi nition table after the above definitions.
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functions terminate gracefully with an appropriate message.
Example: (STORE 'engine 'N 0 5) stores the sym bol UN" in location (0 5) of the symbolic matrix "engine", and returns "N".
MULT MUL T is a function that allows the user to multiply two matrices, a matrix and a vector or two vectors of the same type. The resulting matrix/vector is placed in a user-specified matrix/vector, which constitutes the For boolean matrices/vectors such as bl an mxn, and b2 an nxr (MULT 'bl 'b2 'b3):
where f(x,y) = I if both x,y are I, else 0 For symbolic matrices/vectors such as sl an mxn, and s2 an nxr (MULT 'sl 's2 's3): Warshall's Algorithm is an efficient method for com puting M*, given a matrix M. Intuitively, the algo rithm scans the matrix top to bottom, left to right. If an entry is encountered, say in row i, column j, then row i is replaced by row i OR row j, and the scan con tinues from position ij.
Example: Let us assume that we have a networlc of four nodes labeled as 0, 1, 2, and 3. Assume that there are direct connections from 0 to 1, 0 to 2, I to 2, 2 to 3, and 1 to 3 as indicated in Figure 4 . The following displays how the network may be represented in a boolean matrix along with the contents of the same matrix after the transitive closure has been computed. The resulting lists of paths become the entries of the associated path matrix and the flag is set to nil. At the end only the paths among the two specific nodes specified by the user are returned. A subsequent request for paths need not recalculate all the paths, but merely retrieve the appropriate entry from the path 384 matrix. In case there is a change in the contents of the user defined matrix (i.e. a change in the graph) the Hag field is set to "t" and a subsequent user request for paths triggers a recalculation of the path matrix.
In order to operate on a symbolic matrix and pro duce a path matrix whose ij entry contains the set of all paths from node i to node j, Warshall's algorithm was extended as Figure 5 indicates. In the algorithm of Figure 5 , Following our exemplar definitions, Figure 6 displays the contents of the definition table including the attributes of each path matrix (compare with fi gure 2). This is achieved by using the optional all flag of the DEFTABLE function. In the path field of the 
Control Structures
Queries of the form "is there a relation R such that nodes a and b are in relation R? "is there a path from x to y? a path fulfill ing constraint C? where can I go from x? how can I get to x?" arise frequently both in AI and elsewhere. Such queries, which involve quantification over relations, correspond to statements in the second-order predicate calculus. This section describes the control structures that make LIMAP an efficient second-order predicate calculus programming system.
The distinction between procedural and non procedural predicate calculus specifications blurs if the underlying domain is finite, since the FORALL and EXISTS quantifiers map in an obvious way to loops ranging over the domain elements. It has bee n our goal to give the LIMAP data manipulation language as non-procedural a character as possible. In particular, LIMAP notation is an adaptation of the (function-less) predicate calculus, with extensions to allow data retrieval in addition to data specifi cation. For example, a "yes" answer to (EXISTS X) (FOR ALL Y) P( X, Y) is insufficient; the actual X-value must be retrieved. We have found that minimal modifications of the control macros described in [3] were suitable for the task of 385 set is assigned to the corresponding variable i and the body of the FOR is evaluated. Then the second ele ment of each set is assigned to the corresponding variable. and the body is evaluated again. This is repeateJ until some set runs out of elements or the final value of the FOR is determined as governed by the FOR-keyword. While the description of these constructs is pro cedural in form, the effect when programming in this notation is that of writing FORALLs and EXISTs, with the proviso that any variable values that are found to "EXIST" are collected in accordance with the FOR keyword and returned as value. The following section contains an example application of LIMAP.
FOR-keywords

Application
The reasoning portions of intelligent information systems are usually not specific to any domain. Therefore, enough domain information must be provided to allow them to work. FAULTFINDER [1] , conceived and developed to detect and diagnose inftight failures in an aircraft, is such a system. One of its most important subsystems of FAUL lFINDER is DRA PHYS, a model-based reasoner that determines which components' malfunction best account for the observed symptoms. The large number of components in a realistic air craft system results in corresponding large storage requirements. These may be reduced to manageable proportions by judicious use of UMAP's sparse vector/matrix capability. Additionally, with the above representation many useful second-order operations can be expressed concisely and efficiently:
(EXISTS P) P a path from node a to node b ?
Such queries correspond to finding parents, siblings, descendants, routes between nodes, etc. For example, we can obtain the set of instrumented components sim-386 ply by performing the boo lean matrix multiplication Engine x Is-Sensor. Similarly, the question of whether a path exists between, say, the fan and the EGT sensor is trivially answered by noting whether Engine* [1, 8] contains a non-nil value. Additionally Pl [I,8] for each C in SET-OF-PRIMITIVE COMPONENTS do if "C has failed" is a valid hypothesis then add C to SET-OF-VALID-HYPOTHESES end for
With luck, SET -OF-VALID-HYPOTHESES will con tain only one element. If it contains more, DRAY PHYS waits for more symptoms to develop and disam biguate the diagnosis.
We must specify how it is determined that "C has failed" is a valid hypothesis (possible diagnosis). Here is an informal description of how this is done: Instruments(s,n) is true iff s is a sensor measuring some attribute of n.
Based on this description of DRAPHYS, the follow ing is how DRAPHYS' reasoning is implemented in LIMAP. Since the notation bears strong analogies to the predicate calculus specification, we present it without further explanation. 
Conclusion
We have described a programming system oriented toward efficient information representation/mani pulation over fixed finite domains, and quantifi cation over paths and predicates. The initial motivation for the creation of such a system was the fact that the need for such operations arose frequently in the domain of diagnosis/prognosis generation problem domain. Since then it has become apparent that the facilities provided are applicable to problems both within and outside of AI.
Oor experience to date has shown that LIMAP is applicable to a wide range of problems. While LIMAP, if abused, is as capable of inefficient operation as any other misused programming system, we have found that for every problem yet attempted there has existed a LIMAP formulation that was concise, comprehensible, and for which LIMAP's facilities con stituted an efficient problem representation.
